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1. What do we want to learn in clinical obesity 
research? Effect of diet intervention 

2. What do we really learn in clinical obesity 
research? Effect of diet intervention PLUS 

3. What can we do to learn what we really want to 
learn in clinical obesity research? Try to design 
studies to disentangle the PLUS from the effect 
of the diet intervention 



Map 

 Power of Expectations 

 

 Placebos as Expectancy Primers 

 

 Manipulating “Mind Set” 

 

 “Mechanisms” of Expectancy Effects 

 

 Designing weight loss trials to investigate role 
of expectancies 

 







Open and Hidden Administration 
of Analgesics 
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Waiting list Placebo 
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An effective drug will have a significantly greater effect 

during hidden administration compared to placebo  



What are Expectancies in RCTs? 

 Confidence in the occurrence of some future 
event 

 

 

    

Participant Expectancies/Beliefs Experimenter Expectancies/Beliefs 

Treatment will be effective Treatment will be effective 

I am or am not getting the treatment Results will confirm this 

Operates Through (e.g.) Operates Through (e.g.) 

Demand characteristics Different messages conveyed 

Motivation Interpretation of outcomes 

Emotions Vested interest 

Theoretically, blinding distributes expectancies evenly between study 

groups to minimize bias   



Placebos as an Expectancy Primer 



A merry heart doeth good [like] a medicine: but 

a broken spirit drieth the bones. 
-Proverbs 17:22 





Some Placebo Terms 

Placebo Effect = effect following administration of an inert 

“treatment” (pill, procedure) [“nothing = something”] 

Placebo-Related Effect = effect of reassurance, kindness, 

spending time, empathy etc. [to real or inert treatments] 

Placebo Responses = psychobiological phenomenon in 

response to inert treatments or the placebo-related effects of real 
treatments [hard to disentangle]  

 

More and more often 

is better 

GI Symptoms Anxiety Depression 
Better 

than pills 



Beyond Our Expectations 

 Do placebo effects require deception? 



Kaptchuk TJ et al. (2010) 

‘‘Placebo pills, something like sugar pills, have been 

shown in rigorous clinical testing to produce significant 

mind-body self-healing processes.’’ 

21-Day Outcomes 

Took 2 placebo pills twice a 

day 

21-Day Endpoints 

http://www.wcvb.com/health/Patients-get-positive-results-in-honest-placebo-

study/-/9848730/12986658/-/11h1v6bz/-/index.html 



Effect size larger than is typically seen in anti-depressant drug trials 



The Placebo Orientation Meeting 

Placebo Effect/Expectancy Building: Explain power of  the placebo effect and how 

placebo treatment can lead to substantial relief  whether placebo is concealed or 

unconcealed. 

 Rationale = build expectancies. 

Conditioning: Explain how the body can respond automatically to placebo pills like 

Pavlov’s dogs that salivated when they heard a bell. Can produce physiological 

response independent of  conscious belief. Examples of  conditioning placebo 

responses and in pain conditions.  

Rationale = reassure that response to placebo can produce changes in physiology. 

Realistic Attitude Toward Belief/Disbelief: Explain that positive expectations can be 

helpful but are not necessary. Beliefs may wax and wane during the trial.  

Rationale = belief  and disbelief  are both compatible with placebo response and 

comfort with either is important.     

Emphasize Importance of  Adherence: Explain that studies show that people who take 

placebo pills faithfully do much better. Commitment to performing the ritual of  

treatment may be more important than anything else.  

Rationale= adherence is vital and supports the conditioning aspect of  placebo.  



“Impure” Placebos 



Intermission 



I am available for personal 
training 



Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Clinical 
Trials as Gold Standard 

  

  

Isolate and estimate the direct effects of a drug on blood 

pressure 

 

 -“Tight” inclusion/exclusion criteria 

 -Drug vs. Placebo (indistinguishable) 

 -Randomize to drug or placebo 

 -Blind to allocation 

 -Present identical information (e.g., effects, side effects) 

 -Identical quantity and quality of staff contact 

 -Careful monitoring of adherence 

 -Precise and standardized BP measurements 

 -Assess belief about treatment allocation 

  

Try to control, not eliminate, expectancies/bias   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Applications to Weight and Eating 





Believing that you have a 

physically active job 

produces improvement on 

hard outcomes  



Consume a 380-calorie shake but are told that it is either: (1) a 620-calorie 

“indulgent” shake or (2) a 140-calorie “sensible” shake 







Effects independent of 

dietary restraint 

Ghrelin 





Those who were told that they were taking a weight 
loss supplement reported greater progress toward 
their weight loss goals YET ate more in a taste task 

and consumed more sugary drinks compared to those 
told they were taking a placebo 



Clinical Obesity Research 

 Clinical obesity researchers, to the extent 
possible, try to use strict RCT methodology 

   -Randomization to diet interventions 

   -Precise outcomes measurement 

 

 Blinding is typically not possible because participants are 

given instructions and are prescribed a specific set of 
behaviors that reveal the particular diet condition that they 
have been randomized to (no placebo-control diet condition)  

 



 Study participants are typically not given identical 
information because the diets require different 
information, prescriptions, and required actions 

 
 This creates a set of uncontrolled confounds, such as: 

   -Information & Beliefs 

   -Competence, credibility, authority 

   -Expectancies 

   -Differential contact time 

   -Different levels of required action (e.g., self-monitoring) 

 

 that MAY make it difficult to isolate and estimate diet effects  

 



Opaque Feeding Tube 

Diet 

Expectancy/Non-specific effects 
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Diet 

prescription 

administered by 

dietitian 



Interventionists: Differential enthusiasm, 
reassurance, encouragement, interpersonal skills 

Some people are natural born healers! 



Research Context 

 

Patient & Staff 

Factors 

 

Information & Diet 

Prescription 

 

 

Attention/Therapeutic 

Relationship 

Psychosocial Factors 

 

Expectation for 

improvement 

 

Persuasive rationale for diet 

 

Adherence/monitoring 

 

Desire to lose weight 

 

Clinical environment 

 

“Skill” of interventionist 

Therapeutic Response 

 

Subjective Outcomes 

[e.g., energy, quality of 

life, wellness] 

 

Objective Outcomes 

 [e.g., weight, cholesterol] 

 

 

Potential Mechanisms for Participant 

Expectancies 

Effects are not only the result of an intervention but also the effects embedded 

within the research context 



Diet effect 

Expectancy  

effects 

Diet effect 

Expectancy  

effects 

 

Interaction 

Diet effect is inflated by 

expectancy/non-specific 

effects 

Diet effect interacts with 

expectancy/non-specific 

effects such that expectancies 

play a differential role in one 

of the diets tested 



“Package of Care” Argument 

 Real interest is in the effects of the whole treatment 
experience (including expectancies and other non-
specific effects) and NOT in the individual components  

 

 Prevalent in CAM world 

 

 Camouflages ineffective procedures or components 
[never fly in a drug trial!] 



Trying to Estimate the Effects of 
Expectancies in Diet Comparison 

Study 





“Message Sets” 

• Pro-Vegan Message (PV): told that the purpose of the study is 
to compare the effects of the vegan diet (VD) to a comparator 
diet, and that it is expected that the VD will produce greater 
weight loss compared to the other diet, but the study needs 
to be conducted to confirm that the VD is, in fact, the superior 
diet.  

• Pro-Paleo Message (PP): told that the purpose of the study is 
to compare the effects of the paleo diet (PD) to a comparator 
diet, and that it is expected that the PD will produce greater 
weight loss compared to the other diet, but research needs to 
be conducted to confirm that the PD is superior 



Diets 



What about Staff Expectancies? 



Evaluating Expectancy Effects in 
Weight Loss Measurement 

  

Confederates reveal study 

condition (Treatment vs. control) 

to outcomes assessor 

 

Does it influence/bias recording 

of weight?  



What we know 

 Favorable responses arise directly from treatment as 
well as from the social processes (e.g., words, beliefs, 
expectations etc) embedded within the delivery of the 
treatment 

 

 Interventionists can differentially activate non-specific 
effects through reassurance, encouragement, and talent 
as a healer  

 



So, in Clinical Obesity Research… 

 Expectancy and non-specific effects may be potential confounds 

 

 The absence of blinding increases susceptibility to these 
confounds 

 

 If these confounds make more than a trivial difference, then the 
results of may not offer valid estimates of the effects of diet 
interventions 

 

 To be continued….      


